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Abstract
System models are constructed to design, study, and understand complex systems. According to the systems modeling
language (SysML) that is a standard for model-based system engineering, all engineering activities should be performed
using a common model. To validate complex system models defined in SysML, simulation is usually employed. There are
numerous efforts to simulate SysML models using different simulation methods and tools. However, the efficient support
of automated generation of executable simulation code is still an issue tangled by the research community. This paper
introduces DEVSys, an integrated framework for utilizing existing SysML models and automatically producing executable
discrete event simulation code, according to model driven architecture (MDA) concepts. Although this approach is not
simulation-specific, discrete event system specification (DEVS) was employed, due to the similarities between SysML and
DEVS, mainly in system structure description, and the mature, yet ongoing research on expressing executable DEVS
models in a simulator-neutral manner. DEVSys framework elements include (a) a SysML profile for DEVS, enabling inte-
gration of simulation capabilities into SysML models, (b) a meta-model for DEVS, allowing the utilization of MDA con-
cepts and tools, (c) a transformation of SysML models to DEVS models, using a standard model transformation language
as query/view/transform (QVT), and (d) the generation of DEVS executable code for a DEVS simulation environment
with an extensible markup language (XML) interface. The definition and implementation of DEVSys elements, as well as
the process for its application are demonstrated and discussed, with the aid of a simple working example.
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1. Introduction

In model-based system engineering, as defined by
INCOSE,1 a central system model is used as a reference to
perform all engineering activities in the specification,
design, integration, validation, and operation of a system.
However, most activities are commonly served by autono-
mous, independently defined system models. For example,
system validation is an engineering activity, often being
performed in a model-based fashion using simulation.2

Systems modeling language (SysML) was proposed as a
general-purpose graphical modeling language for describ-
ing the reference models used to perform all engineering
activities for a broad range of systems and systems-of-
systems.3 Specific engineering activities may be accom-
plished either by the system engineer using a SysML mod-
eling tool (e.g. system design) or by external tools (e.g.
system validation) or even by a combination of them.

SysML system models should be defined independently of
tools, targeting a specific activity, and support different
levels of detail to accommodate all engineering activities.
However, these models should be properly enriched in
order to serve activity-specific purposes, e.g. to facilitate
system model validation by an external tool. SysML pro-
vides the means to enrich system models, utilizing stan-
dard unified modeling language (UML) extension
mechanisms, such as stereotypes and profiles.4
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In the simulation community, simulation methodologies
provide the means to define custom system models, which
are consequently simulated using corresponding simulation
environments. In this case, system modeling and system
simulation are not always treated as a unified activity,
served by the same system model. Currently, there is a
variety of available tools that combine model development
and simulation execution. Academic tools, such as
CoSMoS or Ptolemy II,5–7 and commercial tools, such as
SimEvents,8 support component-based modeling and simu-
lation. The Ptolemy project studies modeling, simulation,
and design of concurrent, real-time, embedded systems.
Focus is given on assembling concurrent components.
SimEvents, which is an extension of Simulink,8 provides a
discrete-event simulation engine and a component library.
Component-based system modeling and simulation
(CoSMoS) is a framework aimed at integrated visual
model development, model configuration and automatic
simulation data collection. The DEVS-Suite is offered as
part of CoSMoS,5 enabling both modeling and simulation
according to discrete event system specification (DEVS).9

Although there are substantial differences in the aim and
structure of these tools, such environments facilitate the
description of system structure and behavior through a gra-
phical user interface, provide model libraries to ease sys-
tem description, generate corresponding simulation code,
and produce simulation output. Their major disadvantage
has to do with the lack of interoperability.5 In these
approaches, system modeling is conducted following the
supported simulation modeling method; thus, open stan-
dards, such as SysML, cannot be supported for system
modeling.

In cases where the system is modelled using SysML, to
validate the proposed system architectures, quantitative
methods are usually applied, focusing on system perfor-
mance. Thus, system validation is often performed using
simulation. Since most simulation methodologies are
model-based, such an approach is suitable for model-based
system engineering. This justifies the increased interest in
integrating SysML modeling environments and simulation
tools. To this end, there are numerous efforts to simulate
SysML models.10–19 Most of them target at transforming
SysML system models to simulation models, executed in a
specific simulation environment, as for example PetriNets
or Modelica.17,18 Though handled differently, the same
issues arise in all these efforts:

(a) The need to embed simulation-specific properties
in SysML models, commonly by the definition of
a simulation-related profile, is recognized. In order
to enable the construction of executable simulation
models, simulation-specific capabilities grouped
within a SysML profile must be embedded within
SysML models to serve system validation.10,18

These capabilities depend on the simulation

methodology applied and should ease the transfor-
mation of the SysML model to the corresponding
simulation model supported by the selected simu-
lation tool.

(b) The system domain must be clarified. Is the effort
targeting a specific domain, as for example pro-
duction systems,11 or it may be applied to any sys-
tem domain? In the first case, the simulation
environment usually supports model libraries for
the specific domain, thus structural aspects of the
model are focused in simulation code generation.
In the latter, system behavior should also be
defined in SysML and simulation code generation
process becomes more complex.

(c) The degree of automation in simulation code gen-
eration should be explored. There are efforts
resulting in the semi-automation of code genera-
tion.10,16 In this case, the system engineer should
be able to actually write code for the specific
simulation environment. We argue that code com-
position should be avoided.

(d) Simulation code generation should be accom-
plished using standard concepts and methods.
Model transformation concepts proposed by
model driven architecture (MDA) are explored by
current efforts aiming at efficient code generation.
A prominent effort in this area is the definition of
the SysML4Modelica profile, endorsed by the
Object Management Group (OMG),20 and the cor-
responding transformations in query/view/trans-
form (QVT) language to convert SysML system
models, defined using the profile, to executable
Modelica simulation code. QVT is a standard set
of languages for model transformation defined by
the OMG. The application of the proposed profile
is currently under investigation, as corresponding
tools were recently made available.20

Most of the aforementioned efforts focus on the defini-
tion of simulation-related profiles, while the automated
generation of simulation code is not fully supported.
Furthermore, in most cases simulation model correctness
and validity is handled within the simulation environment
and not within the SysML model. Here, we argue that
simulation-related profiles should provide constraints to
ensure system and simulation model correctness before
generating the simulation code, minimizing inconsisten-
cies that may occur at this level. Automated simulation
code generation should be performed using standard meth-
ods and tools, as proposed by OMG.20 Following MDA
guidelines, SysML models may be automatically trans-
formed to executable simulation models. In cases, where
domain-specific model libraries are supported by the simu-
lation environment,19 the transformation is focused on sys-
tem structure and SysML models are easily annotated with
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simulation properties. To promote a more generalized
approach, SysML models should be enriched with simula-
tion model behavior description, which in turn, should be
transformed into simulation code for a specific simulation
framework. In such cases, both the simulation-related pro-
file and the corresponding system model transformation
are more complex, to enable model behavior description
without requiring existing library components. To this end,
the efficient support of automated executable simulation
code generation is still an issue tangled by the research
community.

This paper presents a successful approach that automat-
ically transforms appropriately enriched existing SysML
models to executable DEVS simulation models following
MDA concepts,9,21 as suggested by McGinnis and
Ustun,10 Schonherr and Rose,11 and OMG.20 The proposed
approach is not restricted to any specific domain, sup-
ported by corresponding model libraries. However, it is
better suited for systems that can be described in a discrete
event context. The existence of a SysML profile, facilitat-
ing DEVS model behavior description is a prerequisite
and considered as a first step towards this endeavor. As a
proof of concept, the preliminary version of the corre-
sponding DEVS SysML profile has been presented else-
where.22 The presented transformation of SysML system
models to DEVS simulation models is considered as the
second, equally important step, followed by the execution
of DEVS simulation code within existing DEVS simula-
tors. Adopting the proposed approach, simulation models
extracted from the predefined SysML models would
become executable without any additional programming
effort from the system engineer.

Ideally, the engineer would prefer to be relieved from
the burden of enriching system models according to the
semantics of the simulation framework and the respective
profile. However, derived simulation models must be
executable. This cannot be ensured by the standard
SysML profile, so a simulation-specific profile is required.
Additionally, model enrichment is expected to be quite
simpler than composing simulation code or recreating a
specific simulation model.

DEVS formalism provides a conceptual framework for
specifying discrete event simulation models executed on a
variety of simulators,9 such as DEVS-C++ , DEVSJava,23

cell-DEVS,24 DEVS/RMI,25 DEVS XLST,26 or even
DEVS/SOA,27 which offers DEVS simulators as web ser-
vices. In any case, executable models are defined either in
C++ or Java, while DEVS XLSC accepts as input DEVS
models described in XML. To deal with interoperability
issues between existing tools, there are considerable
efforts to establish a standard XML-based representation
for DEVS,28,29 preparing the ground for the definition of
a DEVS meta-model. Moreover, both SysML and
DEVS occupy a hierarchical approach in defining model
structure, where components may be contained in

other components and interconnected with other compo-
nents through ports.22 These similarities are exploited in
order to integrate them and support the transformation of
SysML models to valid executable DEVS simulation
models.

Embedding a DEVS formalism detailed description
within SysML models enhances their expressiveness in
terms of system evaluation, since it enables the straightfor-
ward execution of these models on existing simulation
environments. At the same time, one might consider that
the modeler is restricted when defining system behavior.
Thus DEVS-related constraints should be applied only
when system evaluation is performed using a DEVS
SysML profile that properly extends the SysML meta-
model for simulation purposes. SysML models defined
using this profile in any standard modeling tool could be
consequently simulated in any DEVS simulator.

SysML models can be exported from any standard
modeling tool in XML metadata interchange (XMI) format
that could be translated to simulation code.30 Instead of
implementing such a translator for each existing DEVS
simulation environment, the definition and adoption of a
DEVS platform independent model (PIM), described using
a meta-object facility (MOF),31 is suggested here as a fun-
damental, intermediate transformation stage. MOF is an
OMG standard for model-driven engineering that allows
the definition of models representing specific domains,
such as the DEVS formalism. Building a QVT transforma-
tion from a SysML/UML MOF meta-model to a DEVS
MOF meta-model enables the transition of models defined
in SysML to executable DEVS models in a standard fash-
ion.32 In this case, SysML models are transformed into
DEVS models and consequently are translated to DEVS
executable code, using existing tools. A novel MOF meta-
model for DEVS makes it usable within standard, open
model manipulation tools, such as Medini used for defin-
ing and executing QVT transformations. An existing
DEVS simulation tool reported by Meseth et al. was cho-
sen for model simulation,26 as it provided an XML inter-
face for DEVS model description. The XML-based
language introduced in the tool is named XLSC and
enables the description of DEVS models in XML format,
which are consequently executed into a DEVSJava simula-
tor. DEVS SysML Profile and corresponding constraints
are implemented in Magic Draw modeling tool.33 All the
required DEVSys framework elements have been imple-
mented, integrated with existing tools and tested.

While SysML-to-DEVS model transformation could be
bidirectional (from/to SysML models), in this paper we
discuss only the transformation from SysML models to
DEVS models. However, the employment of standard
tools, languages, and formalisms enables a possible inte-
gration of the simulation results back into the SysML sys-
tem model, following the opposite direction in a similar
fashion.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A short
overview of background work is presented in Section 2,
while the DEVSys framework is discussed in Section 3. In
Section 4, the DEVS SysML profile is described, empha-
sizing on the corresponding stereotypes and constraints
necessary to enrich SysML models with DEVS model
behavior. In Section 5, the DEVS MOF meta-model and
the transformation from SysML to DEVS models using
QVT is discussed. In Section 6, the necessary transforma-
tion and execution of DEVS models in the DEVS XLSC
simulation environment is presented. Conclusions and
remarks on further research are summarized in Section 7.

A simple textbook DEVS system example is used
throughout the paper to facilitate the presentation of the
discrete steps of the proposed approach in a comprehen-
sive fashion, facilitating the reader to easily realize model
transformations and corresponding tools. Model transfor-
mation code listings and screen shots of the employed
tools are also included in an Appendix to provide addi-
tional information to the interested reader.

2. Background
2.1. Simulating SysML system models

SysML is the system modeling language proposed by
OMG, enabling visual modeling of systems and systems-
of-systems using a series of standard UML modeling tools.
It supports the description of the structure of the system,
its behavior and requirements imposed on its operation.
Considering the importance of model validation through
simulation, the need to integrate SysML modeling tools
and simulation environments is evident. To this end,
numerous efforts are recorded in the literature from both
research and industry communities. In most cases, SysML
models defined within a modeling tool are exported in
XML format and, consequently, transformed into simula-
tor specific models and forwarded to the simulation
environment.

SysML supports a variety of diagrams describing sys-
tem structure and behavioral aspects, which are commonly
required to perform simulation. Depending on the nature
and specific characteristics of the system domain under
study, there is a diversity of approaches on simulating
models defined in SysML, utilizing different SysML dia-
grams. A method for simulating the behavior of continuous
systems using mathematical simulation was reported by
Peak et al.,13 utilizing SysML parametric diagrams which
allow the description of complex mathematical equations.
System models are simulated using composable objects
(COBs).14 It should be noted that, in any case, SysML
models should be defined in a way which facilitates their
simulation;15 thus, simulation-specific characteristics are
embedded within system models through corresponding
profiles. In the study reported by Paredis et al.,16

simulation was performed using Modelica. To ensure that
a complete and accurate Modelica model is constructed
using SysML, a corresponding profile is proposed to enrich
SysML models with simulation-specific capabilities, utiliz-
ing component constraints and parametric diagram to
model system behavior as mathematical equations.19

The definition of a SysML4Modelica profile has been
endorsed by the OMG.20 The profile enables the annota-
tion of SysML models with Modelica properties and their
simulation in a Modelica simulation environment, utilizing
model libraries when available. Operational QVT language
is adopted to transform SysML models to Modelica mod-
els. Corresponding specifications and tools have recently
become available for usage by the community.

The aforementioned approaches are suited for system
domains simulated using models with continuous beha-
vior. However, simulation of discrete event systems is also
feasible based on SysML system models, where system
behavior is described in activity, sequence or state dia-
grams. In the study by McGinnis and Ustun,10 system
models defined in SysML are translated to be simulated
using Arena software. SysML models are not enriched
with simulation-specific properties, while emphasis is
given to system structure rather than system behavior.
MDA concepts are applied to export SysML models from
a UML modeling tool and, consequently, transform into
Arena models, which should be enriched with behavioral
characteristics before becoming executable. This may be
accomplished by the system engineer either with the use
of existing model libraries within the Arena tool, or with
Arena-specific simulation code composition. In the study
by Batarseh and McGinnis,34 the SysML4Arena profile
was introduced for the specification of system models that
are exported and transformed via ATL to Arena simulation
models. This approach emphasizes domain-specific lan-
guages and existing library components.

In the study by Wang and Dagli,17 the utilization of
Colored Petri Nets is proposed to simulate SysML models.
If the system behavior is described using activity and
sequence diagrams in SysML, it may be consequently
simulated using discrete event simulation via Petri Nets.

However, none of the aforementioned approaches, tar-
geting discrete event simulation, supports the fully auto-
mated generation of simulation code, executed in the
corresponding simulation environment, especially when
model libraries are not available. Most of them adopt the
definition of a simulation-related profile to enrich SysML
models with properties necessary to simulate them accord-
ing to the adopted simulation methodology,10 especially in
cases where model behavior is described in SysML.17

Moreover, adoption of model transformation tools based
on MDA to produce simulation models from SysML
system models, gains momentum. The main hinder for
implementing such an approach is the lack of standard
meta-models for simulation methodologies.
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2.2. DEVS framework and tools

DEVS models can be simulated in a series of appropriate
simulation environments. However, executable DEVS
models cannot be derived from pre-existing system models
and in most cases they have to be defined in terms of code,
independently of the system model.

According to DEVS formalism,23 mathematical sets are
introduced to describe the structure and behavior of a
model. Models are specified in a modular and hierarchical
form, while two types of them are defined: atomic models,
focusing on behavioural aspects, and coupled models,
focusing on structural aspects, thus expressing how atomic
and other coupled models are connected in a hierarchical
form to build more complex structures.9

Each atomic model is described as:

! a set of input ports for receiving external events
! a set of output ports for sending external events
! a set of state variables and parameters, used for

model states’ definition
! an internal transition function (deltint), which speci-

fies the next state to which the system will transit
! an external transition function (deltext), which spe-

cifies the next system state when an input is
received, computed on the basis of the present
state, the elapsed time, and the content of the exter-
nal input event

! an output function (lambda), which generates an
external output just before an internal transition
occurs if required

! a time advance function (ta), which controls the
timing of internal transitions.

A coupled DEVS model contains:

! a set of components
! a set of input and output ports
! an external coupling, connecting the input/output

ports of the coupled model to one or more input/
output ports of its components

! an internal coupling, connecting output ports of the
components to input ports of other components

There is a variety of DEVS simulators developed by dif-
ferent groups. In practice they all provide a set of libraries
to be used in C++ or Java languages. As they are inde-
pendently developed, the need for interoperability between
them arises. Thus, many DEVS simulation environments
aim at the definition of XML-based DEVS model descrip-
tion and their corresponding interpretation in different pro-
gramming languages.26,28,29,35,36 An XML data
encapsulation was accomplished by Hosking and Sahin,35

within the DEVS environment, as a unifying communica-
tion method among the entities in any Systems-of-Systems

(SoS) architecture. In the study by Mittal et al.,36 the prob-
lem of model interoperability was addressed, introducing
DEVSML. The composed coupled models are then vali-
dated using atomic and coupled document type definitions
(DTDs). In this case, model behavior is not emphasized.

In any case, executable models are either in C++ or
Java. The proposed XML representations focus on low-
level description of executable DEVS code, including lan-
guage commands and variable value assignments. As
reported by Meseth et al.,26 XLSC DEVS was introduced
as an XML language for modeling atomic and coupled
DEVS models. It was shown that (a) XLSC can express a
model’s behavior as well as its structure, and (b) an XLSC
model can be simulated. A prototype interpreter was
implemented in Java and employed to directly execute the
model. In this case, atomic model behavior can be
described in XML using a series of low-level, yet pro-
gramming language independent actions, denoting specific
instructions.

In the study by Risco-Martı́n et al.,28 DEVS-XML was
proposed as a platform-independent, XML-based format
for describing DEVS models. DEVS-XML is consequently
transformed into executable code for existing DEVS simu-
lators, using translators, such as the ones proposed for a
DEVSJava simulator,28 which was only implemented for
DEVS coupled models. Thus, DEVS behavior transforma-
tion is missing. DEVS-XML was proposed to establish
DEVS model mobility and promote interoperability
between discrete DEVS simulators, independently of the
programming language they are implemented in and the
way they operate (either in a distributed or centralized
fashion). However, there are not many tools supporting it
yet. Among them, the one reported by Risco-Martı́n et al.
is the most advanced,29 and is currently used to transform
DEVSJava code into XML and vice versa, for a subset of
DEVS formalisms, FD-DEVS.37 The latter DEVS-XML
version is referred as XFD-DEVS and offers XSD defini-
tions along with a tool for the transformation.

DEVS-XML offers an upper level representation of
DEVS behavior based on system state transitions, compa-
tible to SysML state machine diagrams. Thus, its adapta-
tion as an intermediate DEVS representation format was
explored. A few issues were raised. First, DEVS-XML
does not incorporate the relationship between state vari-
able values and states. Second, in order to be implementa-
tion independent, DEVS-XML is quite general and,
therefore, does not handle complex expression values in a
specific manner. Third, DEVS-XML is -as implied by its
name- the specification of a flat XML representation for
DEVS models, rather than a meta-model for -conceptually
richer- DEVS models. Fourth, in DEVS-XML, XML attri-
butes are rarely used, leading to element explosion and
quite complex structure. Finally, actual testing and use of
DEVS-XML compliant tools is rather difficult.
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Therefore, there is a need for a standard representation
for DEVS models that is (a) consistent with DEVS theory,
(b) ready to be executed in DEVS simulation environ-
ments, and (c) compatible with SysML/UML meta-model,
(i.e. defined according to OMG’s MOF) to facilitate the
transformation of SysML to DEVS models using stan-
dards-compliant, existing tools. Such a meta-model may
take advantage of all the work already performed on XML
representations of DEVS models.

3. DEVSys Framework

Both SysML and DEVS are established and widely refer-
enced in the areas of system modeling and simulation,
respectively. In this context, the DEVSys framework is
defined for simulating SysML models using DEVS simu-
lators, provided that models are described in a way compa-
tible to the DEVS formalism. The system engineer
specifies his/her system model using SysML, via a UML
modeling tool and receives valid simulation results from
the execution of the corresponding DEVS model in a spe-
cific simulation environment. Thus, fully automated
DEVS simulation code generation is provided. An overall
perspective of the framework is depicted in Figure 1.

In order to enable simulation, the system engineer
should enrich SysML system models with DEVS-
compliant simulation information. This is enabled by the
proposed DEVS SysML profile, consisting of a set of
stereotypes and constraints. Stereotypes are employed to
characterize specific SysML model elements as DEVS-
related, used to create DEVS executable models.
Constraints restrict SysML models according to DEVS
formalism and validate their correctness and completeness
within the system modeling tool, so that they can be

automatically transformed to executable DEVS simulation
code. These activities constitute the first step of the pro-
posed process and are conducted using a UML modeling
tool, such as Magic Draw or Visual Paradigm, using
SysML and DEVS SysML profiles.

The SysML model defined in any standard UML mod-
eling tool may be exported in XMI format. The XMI rep-
resentation of models is used to ensure interoperability
between different modeling tools and is implementation
independent. This is the second step of the proposed
approach.

Since DEVS formalism is also supported by numerous
implementations, the SysML to DEVS model transforma-
tion includes an intermediate, yet autonomous and very
important step, which is the generation of a pure, imple-
mentation independent DEVS representation of the system
model, based on a DEVS MOF 2.0 meta-model. The exis-
tence of a DEVS meta-model independent of specific
simulators enhances the usability of the proposed approach
and facilitates simpler transformations for diverse simula-
tion environments, such as DEVSJava, cellDEVS, etc.
Therefore, such a DEVS MOF meta-model is introduced.

Transformation of DEVS enriched SysML models to
DEVS model representations is specified and implemented
using QVT. Specifically, QVT defines three transforma-
tion languages: QVT-Operational, QVT-Relations and
QVT-Core. In this case, QVT-Relations, a declarative lan-
guage for defining constraints on source and target model
elements, has been used. QVT transformations can be
applied on models that conform to MOF 2.0 meta-models
(SysML and the introduced DEVS meta-model in our
case). Object constraint language (OCL),38 another OMG
standard language for defining constraints, is integrated
and also extended in QVT with imperative features. This
constitutes the third step of the proposed approach.

The fourth step constitutes of the transformation of
DEVS models to executable code for specific DEVS simu-
lation environments and is feasible, since all DEVS related
information is contained in the DEVS models. However,
this transformation depends on the target simulation envi-
ronment and is implementation specific. In our current
implementation, XLSC DEVS was used as the simulation
environment.26 The simulator accepts as input DEVS
models described in XML and simulates them in a Java
environment.

From a software engineering perspective, according to
the concepts of MDA, for each real-world domain, two
kinds of discrete models should be defined: a PIM (plat-
form independent model), ensuring proper domain repre-
sentation, and PSMs (platform specific models),
corresponding to one or more executable versions of the
PIM. In the DEVS simulation domain, DEVS MOF
meta-model is used to define a PIM, and is consequently
translated into code executable on a variety of DEVS
simulators, such as XLSC DEVSJava and DEVS/SOA,

Figure 1. DEVSys: Automated SysML model simulation using
DEVS.
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corresponding to PSMs. In the SysML modeling domain,
DEVS SysML profile is used to define SysML models
enriched with simulation capabilities. The SysML meta-
model and DEVS profile are used to define a PIM, while
discrete UML modeling tools internal representations cor-
respond to PSMs (see Figure 1).

From an implementation perspective, the DEVS SysML
profile and a corresponding application programming inter-
face (API) is implemented for MagicDraw,33 which is a
widely used UML modeling tool supporting SysML with a
user-friendly programming interface. SysML models being
enriched, using the DEVS SysML profile and exported in
XMI format are transformed into DEVS models (conform-
ing to the DEVS MOF meta-model) via a QVT model
transformation, that has been implemented for that purpose,
using Medini tool (http://projects.ikv.de/qvt/). As a proof
of concept, the last part of the transformation (code genera-
tion) has been implemented for XLSC DEVS execution
environment in terms of eXtensible Stylesheet Language
Transformations (XSLT).39 Although there is a single
DEVS SysML to DEVS transformation (defined with
QVT), usable in all cases, a distinct final transformation
would be required for each DEVS simulator that is
intended to be integrated in the framework. In any case, the
transformation from DEVS SysML to DEVS and the trans-
formations from DEVS to simulator-specific formats are
defined once and can be used for all system models in the
following.

Within DEVSys framework, the main contribution is
related to (a) the definition of the DEVS SysML profile
and the corresponding implementation for MagicDraw
modeling tool, (b) the definition of the DEVS MOF 2.0
meta-model, and (c) the definition and implementation of
the QVT transformation of DEVS SysML PIMs to DEVS
PIMs. An XSLT transformation of DEVS PIMs to XLSC
DEVS PSMs has also been implemented as a proof of
concept.

Additionally, the model-based nature of the approach
has a positive impact on the quality of the generated
executable simulation model. Since it is automatically
generated from the actual system model, syntactic errors
are eliminated, while semantic ones are more easily
avoided, due to the higher level provided for the specifica-
tion of model structure and behavior (compared to code
composition). Specification and implementation of the
above-mentioned framework elements are described in
the following sections.

To explore the steps of the proposed framework, a sim-
ple textbook example, widely used in DEVS literature, is
employed and discussed in the following sections. It con-
sists of a simple processor model and its experimental
frame (EF), indicating the conditions under which the pro-
cessor operates. The overall system is called EFP and is
described in Figure 2. The system consists of a processor,
which is an atomic DEVS model and the EF, coupled

DEVS model, consisting of a generator of requests directed
to the processor and a transducer collecting statistics. The
simplicity of the system enables the detailed description of
all the steps required from defining the system model using
SysML and converting the SysML model to executable
simulation code within the context of the paper.

4. DEVS SysML Profile

As indicated in Figure 1, system modelers initiate the pro-
cess of automated SysML model simulation by specifying
system models, enriched with simulation properties. DEVS
SysML Profile is the framework element that defines the
appropriate extensions and constraints for SysML models,
so that DEVS simulation capabilities are successfully inte-
grated into system models. Additionally, profile constraints
ensure system model validity and, therefore, minimize
inconsistencies in the derived simulation model and execu-
table simulation code.

In the study by Nikolaidou et al.,22 the notion of a
DEVS SysML profile has been introduced. In this section,
we present a detailed version of the profile, as it has been
extended and evolved to serve the implementation of the
proposed framework. The current version of DEVS
SysML profile is more fine-grained, depicting detailed
aspects of structural (ports, composition) and behavioral
(DEVS functions) elements and their relationships.

DEVS SysML profile has been implemented in
MagicDraw modeling tool. Proposed stereotypes are
defined using standard tool interface, while constraints are
implemented using OCL, model customization and the
API provided. To better understand DEVS-related stereo-
types defined in the profile, similarities between SysML
and DEVS are outlined, before discussing profile defini-
tion and usage based on EFP example (Figure 2).

4.1. Similarities between SysML and DEVS

The main structural elements of system description in
SysML are blocks, which may contain value properties
(variables), part properties (other contained blocks), refer-
ence properties (references to other blocks), ports, used as
the endpoints of inter-block connections, and constraints,

Figure 2. EFP DEVS model.
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indicating relations between block properties. Ports facili-
tate sending or receiving events (standard ports) or data
items (flow ports).

System structure is defined via block definition dia-

grams (BDDs), internal block diagrams (IBDs), and para-

metric diagrams (PDs). BDDs provide an overall
hierarchical representation of system structure and compo-
sition. IBDs focus on composite block internal description,
where component block relations are specified. Although
BDDs define the sub-components of a block, an IBD
defines how these components are interconnected through
ports. PDs bind specific block properties to block con-
straint variables, enabling -this way- constraint verification
and/or enforcement.

System behavior is described using State Machine

Diagrams (SMD) (defining block states and state transi-
tions), activity diagrams (AD) (emphasizing on the actions
performed by blocks), sequence diagrams (SD) (emphasiz-
ing on synchronization of block actions and produced or
received events) and use case diagrams (UC) (describing
use cases of the blocks). Finally, the requirement diagram

(RD) is introduced to define system requirements. As
reported by Nikolaidou et al.,22 we have identified a set of
correspondences between DEVS and SysML modeling
elements. Coupled and atomic DEVS models correspond
to SysML blocks, while DEVS ports correspond to SysML
flow ports. DEVS state variables correspond to SysML
block value properties, while SysML constraints may be
used to depict the way state variables are interrelated to
indicate system states. DEVS coupled model description,
i.e. component models interconnection, is similar to the
SysML IBD diagram, corresponding to each composite
block. DEVS coupled component models can be expressed
as SysML part blocks. In both cases, either part blocks or
coupled model component communication is depicted
using connections between input and output ports.

However, simulation execution depends on model beha-
vior, apart from system information and structure.
Therefore, atomic DEVS functions should be expressed in
terms of SysML. Internal transition function defines state
transitions, making SMD as the evident selection for this
purpose. Additional characteristics of SMDs, such as dura-
tion guard conditions and effects on state transitions, make
this diagram type appropriate for defining output and time
advance functions, as well. Nevertheless, these functions
are strongly related to states and state transitions. On the
other hand, external transition functions are triggered by
external events and result in state and/or variable modifica-
tion. This could be clearly described in activity diagrams.

Table 1 illustrates the correspondence between DEVS
and SysML entities. The structure of a system in both
SysML and DEVS is defined in a similar fashion, allowing
the mapping between SysML and DEVS models.22 DEVS
profile should emphasize on DEVS atomic model

behavior, utilizing State Machine, Activity and Parametric
diagrams.

4.2. DEVS SysML profile diagrams

The formal method proposed by the OMG for extending or
restricting SysML/UML, so that a specific domain, such as
DEVS formalism, may be effectively modeled, is the defi-
nition of stereotypes grouped by means of a profile.4 Using
DEVS specific stereotypes for SysML behavior diagrams,
their functionality can be restricted to conform to DEVS
formalism (e.g. the description of DEVS atomic model
functions). Such a profile must facilitate the following:

! Ensure that the structure of system models defined
in BDDs and IBDs contain all necessary informa-
tion to simulate them using DEVS. This may be
accomplished by specific constraints checking the
ports and properties, defined for system blocks par-
ticipating in BDDs and IBDs to ensure that all
DEVS related information is provided.

! Provide the means to characterize specific blocks as
DEVS atomic models and provide DEVS SysML
diagrams to describe DEVS functions used to
define the behavior of atomic simulation models.

4.2.1. DEVS coupled model. DEVS models can be specified
only in SysML system models described using BDDs.
System blocks (with unidirectional ports) can be identified
as DEVS blocks and categorized as either DEVS Coupled
or DEVS Atomic blocks. A DEVS Coupled block consists
of a set of other blocks (atomic or coupled) and a coupling
element, expressed as an internal block diagram (IBD).
The SysML block diagram corresponding to the EFP

Table 1. Mapping between DEVS formalism and SysML entities.

DEVS formalism SysML entity

Atomic and coupled
model

Block

Input port Flow port with ‘in’ direction
Output port Flow port with ‘out’ direction
Atomic model Block
State variables Value properties and constraints
Parameters Value properties
DEVS atomic model
functions

Behavior diagrams

(deltint, deltext, lambda, ta) (State machine, activity)
Coupled model Internal block diagram
Component models Block parts
Internal coupling Connectors between flow ports

of IBD’s parts
External coupling Connectors between flow ports

of the IBD’s enclosing block and
its parts
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model of Figure 2 is depicted in Figure 3. It consists of the
processor and the ef block. The latter consists of a genera-
tor and a transducer block. Constraints, properties and
ports are shown for each block. All blocks are annotated
by either DEVS Coupled or DEVS Atomic stereotypes. So
far, no specific DEVS-related entities are defined.

The coupling of a DEVS Coupled block defines the
interconnections between (a) the ports of part blocks
(internal connections) and (b) the ports of the container
DEVS Coupled block and its parts (external connections).
All this information is included in the corresponding
SysML IBD. When the SysML block is characterized as a
DEVS Coupled block, related DEVS structural constraints,
as defined in Table 2, are applied to ensure that all cou-
plings between container and part block port are properly
defined. The IBD in Figure 4 shows port interconnection

for contained blocks of the ef complex system (coupled
model). No specific DEVS stereotypes are used to describe
system model. Thus, DEVS Coupled block constraints are
applied to ensure that all necessary port connections are
defined.

4.2.2. DEVS atomic model. DEVS-related entities should be
defined for any SysML block characterized as DEVS
Atomic block, by applying the corresponding stereotype, in
order to describe simulation model behavior. To describe
atomic model behavior, system states and the four related
functions, namely deltint, deltext, lambda, and ta, should
be defined. When the DEVS Atomic stereotype is applied
on a system block in a BDD diagram, DEVS structural
constraints are also applied to the specific block to ensure
the definition of DEVS ports and state variables.

Figure 3. EFP SysML block definition diagram.

Table 2. DEVS model structural stereotypes.

DEVS stereotype SysML entity Constraints

DEVS model Block
definition diagram

There is one BDD containing the overall model.
Only DEVS Coupled and DEVS Atomic entities participate in this diagram.

DEVS Coupled Internal block A DEVS Coupled Internal Diagram must be associated to any DEVS Coupled.
internal diagram diagram The diagram may only contain the DEVS models directly used by the

corresponding DEVS Coupled.
All flow ports must be connected in an appropriate manner (output to input flow
port).

DEVS Coupled Block A DEVS Coupled may only have property parts and unidirectional (in/out) flow
ports.
Every DEVS Coupled is associated to a DEVS Coupled Internal Diagram.

DEVS Atomic Block A DEVS Atomic may only have unidirectional (in or out) flow ports, value
properties and constraints on the value properties.
Four sub-diagrams must be associated to each DEVS Atomic to describe its
behavior: DEVS States Definition, DEVS States Association, DEVS Atomic
Internal and DEVS Atomic External.
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Table 2 contains DEVS SysML stereotypes, SysML/
UML entities on which they are applied, and constraints,
regarding model structure for the definition of DEVS
Coupled and Atomic blocks.

DEVS Atomic model behavior is defined as transitions
between discrete model states.9 Thus, a set of states and
simulation model behavior must be described for any
DEVS Atomic block, using a series of diagrams and the
corresponding DEVS stereotypes. For this purpose, four
sub-diagrams must be related to each Atomic DEVS
Block. Two of them facilitate state definition and the other
two function definition:

! DEVS State Definition Model: A SysML constraint
BDD defining constraints, each of them denoting a
possible system state.

! DEVS State Association Model: A PD that facili-
tates state definition based on the constraints of the
previous DEVS State Definition Model. The states
(constraints) are formed from their association with
state variables (value properties).

! DEVS Atomic Internal Model: A SMD facilitating
the definition of internal transition function, output
function and time advance function.

! DEVS Atomic External Model: An AD facilitating
the definition of external transition function.

The processor Atomic Block (see Figure 3) is presented in
the following to discuss how Atomic Blocks are modeled.
It receives a job number (FlowPort in), processes it and
finally outputs the job number (FlowPort out). The block
is described by four properties, namely e, job, phase, and
sigma, which may be used as DEVS state variables, as dis-
cussed in the following. Property type and initial values
are also defined in a standard SysML fashion. As shown
in the Figure 3, constraints are also defined for processor

Atomic Block. They relate to DEVS state definition and
are also discussed in the following.

4.2.3. DEVS State Definition and Association. DEVS atomic
model behavior is described as transitions between valid
states, thus, state definition for each DEVS Atomic block
should be facilitated. Each state can be considered as a
combination of state variable values, while state variables
are defined as block value properties. Thus, the state vari-
able value properties are associated to the DEVS State con-
straints in the corresponding SysML PD. DEVS states are
defined in the DEVS State Definition Model as DEVS State

constraints and are further explained as combinations of
state variable values in the DEVS State Association Model.
The latter, a stereotype of the PD, is used to show the con-
straint each DEVS State enforces on State Variable values.
Table 3 contains related DEVS SysML stereotypes, corre-
sponding SysML entities and constraints.

As an example, states definition of processor block is
presented in Figure 5. The processor is either idle or busy.

The corresponding state variable, named phase, is intro-
duced and associated with the state constraints in the
DEVS State Association Model of Figure 6. Defined as a
value property of processor block, it is characterized as
state variable, once added in DEVS State Association
Model. It may be assigned to one of either two values:
idle, busy.

As shown in Figure 5, state variables are represented as
constraint blocks in DEVS State Definition Model. Each
state variable is associated with one or more parameters (s)
used to define it.

Table 3. DEVS state definition stereotypes.

DEVS stereotype SysML entity Constraints

DEVS states definition Block definition diagram It must be associated to a DEVS Atomic Block. The diagram may only
contain DEVS State Constraints.

DEVS states association Parametric diagram It must be associated to a DEVS Atomic Block. The diagram contains the
block’s value properties, the DEVS State Constraints (defined in DEVS
States Definition Diagram) and their interconnection. Each constraint
parameter must be connected to a value property.

DEVS State Constraint It may have as many parameters as the number of state variables. The type
of each parameter must be compatible to a subset of the state variable’s
type. The value of each parameter must be constrained.

Figure 4. EF SysML internal definition block.
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The corresponding DEVS State Association Model,
indicates the exact way these parameters are associated
with corresponding value properties characterized as state
variables. As shown in Figure 6, the s parameter of DEVS
State constraint busy is associated to the phase value prop-
erty of the processor atomic DEVS block. Consequently,
discrete processor states could automatically be inserted in
DEVS Atomic Internal and DEVS Atomic External dia-
grams defining DEVS atomic model functions.

4.2.4. DEVS Atomic Internal Model. The DEVS Atomic
Internal Model of a DEVS Atomic block specifies the
behavior of the atomic DEVS model in case of internal
state transition. Therefore, it is declared as a stereotype of
state machine diagram (SMD), where DEVS Internal
Transitions between the DEVS States, already defined in
DEVS State Definition Model, occur at predefined Time
Advances and may produce DEVS Output to some of the
output ports of the atomic block. In DEVS, an internal
transition function specifies the next state to which the
system will transit. DEVS states are computed based on
DEVS State Definition Model and are automatically
inserted in DEVS Atomic Internal Model. The system
modeler specifies DEVS Internal Transitions by inserting

DEVS State Transitions between DEVS States. Output
function generates an external output just before an inter-
nal transition occurs and Time Advance function controls
the timing of internal transitions. The initial state is deter-
mined by the initial values of each state variable.

The DEVS Atomic Internal Model for processor block
is depicted in Figure 7. Atomic model processor changes
its state from busy state to idle (as defined by DEVS
Internal Transition represented as a state transition) after
3.5 seconds (as defined by Time Advance, represented as
Timing Condition of the corresponding transition). It also
produces output, as indicated by transition effect represent-
ing DEVS Output. Specifically, job number is assigned to
out output port. Table 4 contains related stereotypes and
constraints. As there is no outgoing transition from idle
state, this state can change only in the occurrence of an
external event.

4.2.5. DEVS Atomic External Model. The DEVS Atomic
External Model of a DEVS Atomic block specifies its
behavior in case of external state transition caused by the
arrival of a specific input. It is declared as a stereotype of
activity diagram (AD), where possible DEVS States and
DEVS Input are combined. Each combination results in a
set of actions, where (simple or state) variables of the
atomic block may be modified. This function is executed
whenever an input event arrives at the atomic DEVS
model, e.g., an input port receives a specific value.
Therefore, there is a condition (of stereotype DEVS Input)
for every distinct value received by an input flow port of a
DEVS Atomic block. The corresponding actions (of
stereotype DEVS Variable Modification) are also deter-
mined by the state of the atomic DEVS model at the time
of the arrival of the input event. Thus, initially there is a
DEVS State Var Check decision node, checking current
state variable values and creating different control flows.
Corresponding stereotypes and constraints reside in
Table 5. The DEVS Atomic External Model for processor

block is depicted in Figure 8, as the working diagram of
the corresponding MagicDraw screen shot. As shown in
the figure the stereotypes corresponding to this diagram

Figure 5. Processor DEVS state definition model.

Figure 6. Processor DEVS state association model.

Figure 7. Processor DEVS atomic internal model.
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may be used from the palette. Input must be received from
the in port and at the same time the state must be idle.
This results in modifying the state to busy. If one of these
conditions is not satisfied, nothing happens. This example
shows that different input and state combinations result in
distinct new model states. Execution of external transition
for each received event does not consume any simulation
time.

4.3. DEVS SysML profile diagram

The corresponding class diagram of the proposed DEVS
profile for SysML is depicted in Figure 9. DEVS formal-
ism entities are depicted as stereotypes of SysML entities.
Associations between entities included in the class dia-
grams are aggregations (as in the case of DEVS states

defining a DEVS Internal Transition), compositions (as in
the case of DEVS Model composed of DEVS blocks),

generalizations (as in the case of DEVS Coupled block
defined as a descendant of DEVS block) and generic asso-
ciations, where textual description is given. Multiplicity
constraints are also used. All DEVS SysML stereotypes
defined, their properties and the relations between them
are included in the system models exported in XMI format
from MagicDraw modeling tool, since extensions are
defined in a standardized fashion.

5. SysML to DEVS Model Transformation

Having defined the DEVS SysML profile, construction of
system models with simulation characteristics that can be
exported in XMI format is feasible. DEVS SysML models
comply with the UML2 meta-model, which is a quite gen-
eral meta-model that can be used for modeling a variety of
artifacts, systems, processes, etc. This means that, although
we focus on the DEVS-related information within the

Table 4. DEVS atomic internal stereotypes.

DEVS stereotype SysML entity Constraints

DEVS atomic
internal model

State machine
diagram

The diagram must be associated to a DEVS Atomic Block.
The diagram contains an initial node, the DEVS States as derived from DEVS
State Definition Diagram, transitions from state to state and notes indicating
Time Advance.

DEVS state State Each state must be defined as a state constraint in the DEVS State Definition
Diagram of the same DEVS AM.

DEVS internal
transition

State transition Only one transition may start from any single state node.

DEVS OutFn DEVS internal
transition

The action body of the transition has value assignments to the output flow ports
of the DEVS Atomic Block.

DEVS Ta Note The DEVS Ta note is associated to a DEVS Internal Transition state transition.
The note contains the mathematical function describing advancement of time
describing Ta.

Table 5. DEVS atomic external stereotypes.

DEVS stereotype SysML entity Constraints

DEVS atomic external model Activity diagram It must be associated to a DEVS Atomic Block.
The diagram contains an initial node, a DEVS State Check,
DEVS In Ports (equal to the block’s input ports), DEVS
State Forks, DEVS State Input Joins, DEVS State
Modification Actions and final nodes.

DEVS state check Decision node The guard conditions starting from this node check state
variables and end at DEVS State Forks or DEVS State
Input Joins.

DEVS in ports Parameter May only connect to a DEVS State Input Join.
DEVS state forks Fork/Join Is connected to one or more DEVS State Input Joins.
DEVS state input joins Fork/Join Is connected to a DEVS State Modification Action or a

final node.
DEVS state modification actions Action The Action assigns a value at a value property of the block.

Is connected to another DEVS State Modification Action
or a final node.
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DEVS SysML profile, the entities of the models contain

large amounts of information that is irrelevant to DEVS-

oriented simulation. Therefore, XMI representations of

SysML models, exported from MagicDraw tool, are very

large and cumbersome to be directly used for DEVS simu-

lation code generation.
According to DEVSys framework (Figure 1), the next

step towards model simulation is the transformation of a

SysML PIM described in XMI to a DEVS PIM. In the

sense of standardizing the way DEVS models should be

specified, independently of how they were constructed

(e.g. DEVS SysML models, DEVS visual tools), there is a

need to use a DEVS meta-model in terms of a standard

meta-modeling facility. Such a facility is MOF, which is

provided as a standard by the OMG. Such a meta-model
could be used by any standard model transformation tool

to define a QVT transformation between SysML and

DEVS models represented in XMI, since QVT is a stan-

dard set of languages for model transformation from a

MOF meta-model to another MOF meta-model.

5.1. DEVS MOF meta-model

Although several DEVS-XML representations are avail-
able, none of them is based on a MOF meta-model. After
reviewing several DEVS-XML representations discussed
in Section 2, we have defined the DEVS MOF meta-
model, based on the DEVS-XML version proposed by
Risco-Martı́n et al.28

The DEVS MOF meta-model is schematically pre-
sented in Figure 10, as a UMLClass Diagram. It contains
elements defining structural and behavioral aspects of
DEVS atomic (ports, states, internal transition, output,
time advance, and external transition functions) and
coupled components (ports and coupling). DEVS model
structure for both coupled and atomic models is defined in
a similar fashion, as proposed by Risco-Martı́n et al.28

DEVS model behavior, e.g. DEVS Atomic model func-
tions are described based on system state transitions, also
in accordance to DEVS-XML. However, the definition of
systems states based on state variables is also included in
the proposed meta-model, facilitating the usage of both

Figure 8. Processor DEVS atomic external model.
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state variables and system states to describe behavior func-
tions depending on the simulator used.

Most of the composition associations of the DEVS
MOF meta-model class diagram are not named. This
implies that the name of the component entity class is used
to reference the entity in the context of the composite
entity class. This keeps the diagram simpler. However, in
cases where the same class is used for two distinct compo-
nents of an entity (e.g. input and output ports), a distinct
name is used for each composition.

It should be noted that the definition of CONDITION
and VALUE classes is recursive. For example, a VALUE
entity may be composed by one or more other VALUE
entities. This is useful and allowed only when an operation
is specified, so that a complex expression may be declared
(e.g. V1+V2). In the case of CONDITION, AND or OR
sub-conditions are allowed, to declare complex conditions
(e.g. C1 AND C2).

Compared to DEVS-XML,28 the proposed DEVS MOF
meta-model incorporates the relation between state vari-
able values and states. This feature enables the execution
of the corresponding DEVS model using a wider variety of
DEVS simulators, either implemented in C++ or Java. It
also handles complex expression values, utilizing Value

class, used to construct state conditions and state variable
updates, and provides simpler structure and conceptual
coherence. Complex typed values can be supported by seri-
alizing them in the String value property, but this aspect
has not been extensively exploited so far. These features
enhance the meta-model descriptiveness and ease its trans-
formation to executable DEVS code. Therefore, DEVS
MOF meta-model presented here establishes a standard,
solid foundation for defining DEVS models.

In practice, the proposed DEVS meta-model is defined
in terms of MOF elements, so that it can be used within
model manipulation tools (i.e. for model transformation),
such as the Medini tool.

5.2 Model transformation with QVT

A transformation from UML meta-model, including
SysML and DEVS profiles, to the DEVS meta-model is
required to convert system models defined in SysML to
DEVS models. QVT is an appropriate standard for defin-
ing such a transformation, as its main purpose is to define
the correspondence and transformation between two meta-
models. A set of QVT relations between concepts of
DEVS SysML and DEVS MOF meta-models, that

Figure 9. DEVS SysML profile diagram.
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Figure 10. DEVS MOF meta-model.
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implement a transformation of models from the first to the
second, have been defined. The use of QVT relations for
querying the DEVS SysML model facilitates the detection
and exploitation of simulation enabled elements, based on
their stereotypes and relationships with other elements,
regardless of the number and complexity of SysML model
diagrams. An Eclipse-based QVT tool (Medini) has been
successfully used for the execution of the QVT transfor-
mation for various DEVS SysML models.

The transformation from DEVS SysML models (left
side) to DEVS models (right side) is outlined in Figure 11,
providing a schematic representation of the transformation
by indicating the correspondence between parts of the two
meta-models. Detailed aspects of both meta-models (pre-
sented in Figures 9 and 10) have been omitted to simplify
the combined representation. The numbered arrows, denot-
ing several parts of the transformation, are described in the
following (no particular order is denoted):

1. Model transformation: The topmost part of the
transformation. The DEVS SysML model (UML2
entity) contains all DEVS ATOMIC and DEVS
Coupled blocks, which are located here, in order to
be transformed into DEVS_ATOMIC and
DEVS_COUPLED DEVS entities. It is implemen-
ted by a QVT relation, which finds all models in the
DEVS SysML model (normally there will be only
one) and creates a DEVS MODEL for each one. At
this point, relations AtomicBlock2DevsAtomic and
CoupledBlock2DevsCoupled are applied to each
model, so that all DEVS components are identified
and transformed.

2. DEVS common elements transformation: This part
transforms elements that are common in atomic
and coupled DEVS models, i.e. model name and
input/output ports.

3. DEVS atomic state definition transformation:
Transforms the DEVS State Constraint blocks that
define the state set.

4. DEVS atomic state variable definition transforma-
tion: Transforms the DEVS State Variable value
properties to DEVS State Variables.

5. DEVS atomic state association transformation:
Transforms the DEVS State Association Model to
conditions attached to state set values.

6. DEVS atomic internal model transformation:
Transforms the DEVS Atomic Internal Model (State
Machine Diagram) to Internal Transition Function,
Output Function and Time Advance Function.

7. DEVS atomic external model transformation:
Transforms the DEVS Atomic External Model
(Activity Diagram) to External Transition Function.

8. DEVS coupled components transformation:
Transforms the Component composition associa-
tions to the component reference list.

9. DEVS coupled coupling transformation:
Transforms the port connections of the Internal
Block Diagram to External Input Coupling,
External Output Coupling and Internal Coupling.

According to Figure 11, DEVS Atomic Internal Model
transformation corresponds to arrow 6. DEVS Atomic
Internal Model defined as a stereotype of a UML2 State
Machine diagram is transformed to INTERNAL_
TRANSITION_FUNCTION, OUTPUT_FUNCTION and
TIME_ADVANCE_FUNCTION entities of the DEVS
meta-model, representing related DEVS functions. Each
of them is constructed using information included in the
corresponding State Machine diagram. The QVT relations
proposed for this part of the transformation are included in
Appendix A.

The part of the model that is generated by the SysML-
to-DEVS transformation of the Processor DEVS Atomic
Internal model (presented in Figure 7), is presented in
Code Listing 1, in XMI format.

Transitions are used to define all functions.
CONDITIONAL_FUNCTION elements are described by
the origin state, while TRANSITION_FUNCTIONS corre-
sponding to a CONDITIONAL_FUNCTION are described
by the destination state. In the case of

     <NEW_STATE text="idle"/> 
     <STATE_VARIABLE_UPDATES> 
       <STATE_VARIABLE_UPDATE name="job"> 
         <VALUE value="Integer(-1)"/> 
       </STATE_VARIABLE_UPDATE> 
     </STATE_VARIABLE_UPDATES> 
   </TRANSITION_FUNCTION> 
 </CONDITIONAL_FUNCTION> 

</INTERNAL_TRANSITION_FUNCTION>
<OUTPUT_FUNCTION>
 <CONDITIONAL_OUTPUT_FUNCTION> 
   <STATE_CONDITION text="busy"> 
     <SEND port="out"> 
       <STATE_VARIABLE_VALUE name="job"/> 
     </SEND> 
   </STATE_CONDITION> 
 </CONDITIONAL_OUTPUT_FUNCTION> 

</OUTPUT_FUNCTION>
<TIME_ADVANCE_FUNCTION>
 <CONDITIONAL_TIME_ADVANCE> 
   <STATE_CONDITION text="busy"/> 
   <TIME_ADVANCE> 
     <VALUE type="Real" value="3.5"/> 
   </TIME_ADVANCE> 
 </CONDITIONAL_TIME_ADVANCE> 
 <CONDITIONAL_TIME_ADVANCE> 
   <STATE_CONDITION text="idle"/> 
   <TIME_ADVANCE> 
     <VALUE type="Real" value="Infinity"/> 
   </TIME_ADVANCE> 
 </CONDITIONAL_TIME_ADVANCE> 

</TIME_ADVANCE_FUNCTION>

Code Listing 1. Processor DEVS atomic internal model functions
in XMI (according to DEVS MOF meta-model).
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Figure 11. DEVS SysML to DEVS transformation.
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INTERNAL_TRANSITION_FUNCTION element, a
STATE_VARIABLE_UPDATES element is also added to
indicate state variable modification, as indicated by DEVS

Var Modification Action associated to the Transition. In
the case of Processor system (Figure 7) the state variable
Job, of type integer, is decreased by 1.

6. DEVS Code Generation and Execution

According to the DEVSys framework (Figure 1) and given
that a DEVS PIM is generated, as described in previous
sections, its transformation to an executable DEVS PSM
is the last step of the process. This is feasible, since all
necessary information for the DEVS PSM construction is
included in the DEVS PIM. To generate a platform-
specific DEVS representation, a specific DEVS simulation
environment must be selected, so that the proper transfor-
mation from DEVS models to the appropriate target for-
mat (XML, Java code, etc.) may be defined. The XLSC
DEVS platform was selected as the simulation environ-
ment,26 mainly due to the fact that it supports an XML
representation of the DEVS model to be simulated. The
DEVS PIM model (in XMI format) is syntactically trans-
formed to XLSC XML by an XSLT transformation. Since
the two formats have rather simple syntactical differences,
the XLSC XML file is constructed with the help of a set
of XSLT templates that match DEVS XMI elements, from
which the required values are retrieved and placed in the
XLSC elements. Figure 12 illustrates DEVS meta-model,
the general structure of XLSC XML, and the main steps
of the transformation between them.

The defined XSLT transformations are rather simple.
Details on them are provided in Appendix B. Generally,
DEVS model elements are transformed to the respective
XLSC elements. However, one should note that:

! In XLSC, there is no definition of the state set.
Only state variables are defined.

! In XLSC, all DEVS atomic functions (internal tran-
sition, output, time advance and external transition)
are defined in a low level, procedural manner.
Thus, they are not further analyzed in the figure. In
our XSLT transformation, we basically build the
procedural XLSC elements that implement the
behavior declared in the respective DEVS model
elements.

! Coupling is represented in a simpler and flat way in
XLSC. Couplings are not distinguished as internal
or external (input and output). For each coupling, a
source (component, port) and a target (component,
port) are specified. When the source or target com-
ponent is a DEVS coupled model, then the compo-
nent attribute is set to ‘‘this’’. Otherwise, the name
of the (component) DEVS model is used.

As an example, the XLSC equivalent of the processor
output function (Code Listing 1) is presented in Code
Listing 2. It is generated as the result of DEVS-to-XLSC
transformation on the DEVS XMI representation of the
output function.

The generated XLSC code is passed to the XLSC inter-
pretation environment that dynamically creates DEVSJava
classes for the atomic and coupled DEVS models. The
simulation model can be executed in DEVSJava simula-
tion environments. Figure 13 shows the execution of the
EFP model in the SimView DEVSJava component.

As reported by Kapos et al.,40 a varied version of the
framework that supports existing simulation library com-
ponents has been tested with more complex scenarios of
Enterprise Information System configurations.

7. Conclusions and future work

Generating simulation code in an automated fashion for
system models defined in SysML, may enhance system
design validation. In this paper, an integrated framework
called DEVSys was discussed that enables the transforma-
tion of system models defined in SysML to DEVS execu-
table models in a fully automated manner. To do so, the
properties of SysML system models are enriched with
simulation specific capabilities, in order to generate execu-
table simulation models, based on the DEVS formalism.
The proposed framework was tested to provide automated
generation of DEVS executable code for the XLSC DEVS
simulator. Each step was defined, implemented and
applied as well. Moreover, MDA concepts have been
widely adopted, rendering DEVSys an open, standards-
based and extensible framework. Hence, it may be further
applied using a variety of UML modeling tools and/or
DEVS simulation environments.

<outputFunction>
 <action> 
  <if> 
   <condition> 
    <equal> 
     <retrieve state="phase"/> 
     <string>busy</string> 
    </equal> 
   </condition> 
   <then> 
    <output port="out" variable="item_nr"> 
     <retrieve state="job"/> 
    </output> 
    <send message="Item" port="out"/> 
   </then> 
  </if> 
 </action> 
</outputFunction>

Code Listing 2. Processor output function in XLSC XML.
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QVT with OCL were successfully employed to trans-
form SysML models to DEVS models represented in XMI,
based on the DEVS MOF meta-model. This meta-model
enables the transformation of DEVS models to executable
DEVS XLSC simulation code and, also, serves as the basis
for creation of DEVS PIMs that can be used by any

standard model transformation tool supporting QVT. This
way, generation of DEVS simulation models from system
models defined in any standard modeling language is
enabled. A simple example demonstrating the current ver-
sion of the framework’s implementation can be found at
http://galaxy.hua.gr/~gdkapos/DEVS_SysML_en.htm.

Figure 12. DEVS to XLSC transformation.
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Future work involves (a) applying the proposed frame-
work and related tools in a variety of real-world cases, (b)
combining the capability of the framework to define beha-
vioral aspects with selective use of existing, executable
simulation components, when they are available, (c) inte-
grating additional DEVS simulators in the framework, and
(d) providing additional capabilities within the DEVS pro-
file to enable the system engineer to integrate simulation
results within the SysML system model.
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Appendix. Meta-model definitions and
transformations

A. Transforming SysML to DEVS models with QVT

The transformation from SysML to DEVS models is an
important element of the proposed framework. In order to
provide an implementation perspective, the part of the
QVT transformation that identifies SysML block state tran-
sitions and creates the corresponding DEVS component
behavioural characteristics is presented in Code Listing 3.
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In relational QVT, a transformation between two
domains is defined through a set of relations that map enti-
ties of one domain to entities of the other. The transforma-
tion is initiated by the application of top relations, which
usually reference other relations. The two domains
(devsSysml and devs) are declared and characterized.
devsSysml is marked as checkonly, since it is the source
domain and does not need to be updated to satisfy condi-
tions declared in the relation. On the other hand, domain
devs is characterized as enforce, as this is the target
domain that needs to be constructed according to the con-
ditions stated in the relation. The relation must be enforced
in this case. Regarding the transformation of state transi-
tions of SysML blocks’ state machine diagrams, six rela-
tions are used. Transitions2ConditionalFunctions creates
DEVS Atomic Internal Transition Function, while
StringSequence2StateVarUpdate handles the appropriate
state variable modification specification. Transitions2

ConditionalOutputFunctions defines DEVS Atomic Output
Function with the aid of StringSequence2PortOutputs.

Transitions2ConditionalTimeAdvances defines DEVS
Atomic Time Advance function for states that will be cur-
rent for finite amounts of time, while NoTransitions2

InfiniteConditionalTimeAdvances identifies states without
outgoing transitions.

Transitions2ConditionalOutputFunctions is described in
more detail in the following. Precisely, this relation identifies
DEVS Internal Transitions, their Origin states and DEVS

Outputs, and maps them to the corresponding
CONDITIONAL_OUTPUT_FUNCTION, SEND and

VALUE elements. For each domain, the elements of interest
are declared: transition with its source and effect for
devsSysml, and CONDITIONAL_OUTPUT_FUNCTION

with its STATE_CONDITION for devsXml. Variables are
used to match values between the domains, e.g. ns variable
is used to match transition.source.name with
CONDITIONAL_OUTPUT_FUNCTION.STATE_CONDITI-

ON.text. The when clause of a relation defines the precondi-
tions that must be met for this relation to be applied. The
clause may contain other relation invocations or OCL
expressions. In this example, tr (the transition) must have the
stereotype DEVS State Transition. This means that a
CONDITIONAL_OUTPUT_FUNCTION element will be
created only for each transition that is stereotyped as DEVS

State Transition. The where clause of a relation defines the
expressions (possibly with other relations) that should be
applied after this relation is applied and the domain elements
are created. The relation StringSequence2Output parses the
output command y and creates the appropriate elements
under the sc state condition element. In this case, an OCL
expression results in multiple invocations of a relation. The
first element of the string sequence b is splinted in all its sub-
strings that are delimited by the ’cmd:’ string, resulting is a
list of all commands. From those, only the ones starting with
the string ’output’ (only output commands) are selected.

Medini tool has been used for both the definition of the
DEVS meta-model and the definition and execution of the
QVT transformation from SysML models to DEVS mod-
els. In Figure 14, the Medini GUI for creating and viewing
MOF meta-models is illustrated.

Code Listing 3. DEVS conditional functions transformation with QVT.
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Figure 14. DEVS MOF meta-model definition within Medini tool in terms of MOF elements.
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Figure 15 illustrates the QVT editor of the Medini tool.
As shown in the left part of the figure, DEVS_MM.ecore
is the file containing the definition of DEVS MOF meta-
model. The UML2 meta-model is integrated in the tool.
Medini allows relational QVT transformation execution
and debugging.

B. Creating XLSC executable models from DEVS
models with XSLT

In order to be able to execute DEVS models in XMI for-
mat, they should be transformed to an executable format
(XLSC documents in this case). XSLT -the de facto stan-
dard for syntactic transformations of XML documents with
different formats- was used for this purpose. In the same
context as in Appendix A, the XSLT templates transform-
ing DEVS Internal Transition, Time Advance and Output
Functions to the respective XLSC elements are listed in
Code Listing 4.

The XSLT transformation was defined using EditX tool
that provides XSLT execution capabilities and is freely

available. A screenshot of the tool is provided in
Figure 16. It depicts the simple transformation template
that matches STATE_VARIABLES elements of DEVS
models to StatePart elements of XLSC XML documents.

As shown in Figure 16, the defined xsl elements, con-
trol how the transformation is performed, while simple ele-
ments are the skeleton of the result of the transformation,
which is formed and enriched by the xsl command ele-
ments. For example, the first element (xsl:template) indi-
cates that all commands contained in it should be executed
for every STATE_VARIABLES element found in the con-
text of this template. The second element (xsl:for-each)
indicates that all the commands contained in it should be
executed for every STATE_VARIABLE element con-
tained exactly under the VARIABLES element found in
the previous line. The state element that follows will be
added to the output for each STATE_VARIABLE ele-
ment. The following xsl:attribute commands attach two
attributes (name and type) at the state element. The value
of the first one (name) will be the same as the value of the
name attribute of the source STATE_VARIABLE ele-
ment. The value of the other attribute (type) emerges by

Code Listing 4. DEVS internal, time advance, and output functions transformation with XSLT.
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properly transforming the value of the type attribute of the
source STATE_VARIABLE element, as indicated by the
xsl:choose and xsl:when elements. Finally, the expression

template is invoked (xsl:call-template), so as to find the
initial value of the STATE_VARIABLE element and
transform it to the appropriate state value.

Figure 15. UML2 to DEVS MOF transformation with Medini.

Figure 16. DEVS XMI to XLSC transformation with EditX.
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